
Tech To The Rescue

Tech To The Rescue connects tech companies willing to use their
skills for social good and non-profits seeking technological
assistance to amplify their impact. Our services are free of charge.

We provide non-profits with access to pro
bono digital services delivered by our tech
partners.

Get access to pro bono digital services

Speed up your work

Streamline your work with tools
that save you time and money.
Replace manual processes with
automation, optimize document
flow, and invest resources in your
core activity, not administration.

Help more benficiaries

Reach more donees and
donors with scalable solutions.
When you invest resources in
real help instead of tools and
infrastructure, you can work at
a much greater scale.

Get a business perspective

Meet with IT experts and
discuss your idea to receive
honest and professional advice
on the solution you want to
develop – all in a friendly and
supportive atmosphere.

Tech To The Rescue works only with professional tech companies (not
individuals) registered in our database. You can get help no matter your
size, area of activity, geographical location and technical expertise. 

420+ 1200+ 25k <5M

Since 2020, we have
facilitated over 420  

collaborations on
five continents. 

So far, over 1200
organizations from

45+ countries
joined TTTR.

The average value
of a single project
is estimated to be

$25 000.

We have positively
impacted lives of over
5 million humans and

animals.

Register your organization at: techtotherescue.org/ngo



How it works

Get access to pro bono digital services

Speed up your work

Streamline your work with tools
that save you time and money.
Replace manual processes with
automation, optimize document
flow, and invest resources in your
core activity, not administration.

Help more benficiaries

Reach more donees and
donors with scalable solutions.
When you invest resources in
real help instead of tools and
infrastructure, you can work at
a much greater scale.

Get a business perspective

Meet with IT experts and
discuss your idea to receive
honest and professional advice
on the solution you want to
develop – all in a friendly and
supportive atmosphere.

More questions? Visit our FAQ section at techtotherescue.org/ngo

Thanks to collaboration with Stratoflow, our infrastructure is
now much safer and better organized. We also saved

hundreds of volunteer hours.

I was surprised by the efficiency and speed with which
everything happened. Within a week, we had a working

app. The collaboration was perfect! 

Agnieszka Olszak
Head of IT Projects at Anima International

Bryan McCormack
Founder of Yesterday/Today/ Tomorrow

STEP 1 : You register in our database and we verify your organization

 STEP 2 : You describe your tech needs in a project submission form

 STEP 3 : We review your project and start looking for a tech partner

STEP 4 : We organize and facilitate a meeting with potential partner

STEP 5 : If there’s mutual agreement, you start collaboration!


